
Consolidating,

that matters
We use our knowledge to help your company
choose the most efficient and reliable type of
transport to ship your cargo. We study your
cargo, its destination, and any other
considerations you may have, ensuring not
only the best price but also safety.

EVERYTHING 

Kingship Line Brasil

www.kingshipline.com



We are an 

Formed by professionals with vast experience
in international logistics, we offer competitive
services of multimodal transport in the import
and export of several origins and different
destinations in the 5 continents, through
global coverage of agents, guaranteeing
service with the best quality standard, during
all stages of the processes.

LCL maritime 
cargo consolidator
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KingShip Line is committed to the success of
each shipment and works to establish the
best communication flow throughout the
process, recognizing that the main challenge
of every service provider is to achieve the
best rapport between the standardization of
procedures in the service.

LCL
We operate using the concept of

grouping smaller loads into a
single, larger volume, which brings

advantages over the transport of
loose loads. Consolidation of loads
from different origins to different

destinations. Regular customs
transit service for import and

export cargo (DTA).
 

FCL
 

We offer our customers a
complementary service

through the best contracts,
providing logistics solutions

and competitive rates.
 

AIR
 

For customers who demand a
quick and agile service, we
offer air transport agency

services for import and export.
Competitive freight through
weekly consolidations from
strategic points around the

world.
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KINGSHIP LINE CULTURE 

Mission
 Offer logistical solutions

for industry, commerce
and society, constantly

adapting the business to
the real economy and the

mobility of the world.
 

Vision
 We intend to be

unforgettable, constantly
strengthening the culture

of entrepreneurship,
challenges, and

appreciation of our
business and our people.

 

Goals
Have healthy and
continuous results,
always with social and
corporate
responsibility.

-Be King



St. Surubim, 504 suite 61 
ZIP CODE 04571-050 – São Paulo – SP /  Brazil

 

São Paulo - Brazil

Our location


